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Text 
 
In neoliberal times narrative research can be seen as a source of activism in its own right. 

Green New Deal Art enacts a cultural shift by using artforms for social change. Drawing from 

the American Abstract Expressionist movement that characterized New Deal Art, this form of 

democratic art emerged during the Great Depression under President Roosevelt. Green New 

Deal Art has the ambition of inspiring social change in a similar way. The global situation 

requires systemic transformation. Green New Deal Storytelling is an artform that can 

contribute to social transformation. As we are storied beings we need new stories to initiate 

social change processes. Narrative research gives value to human experience as in 

autoethnography, eliciting self-transformation. Relational being entails acting in mediated 

social networks, where self and other interplay. By elevating personal questing to artform, the 

author’s words become future forming vessels, giving value to art as experience. Writing 

becomes an emancipatory process where life trajectories find new fly ways. Experiential 

learning includes forms of pilgrimage where learners go to places that ground symbolic 

representations. The Pollock-Krasner House and Study Center offers visitors an inside view 

of the creative process that changed both art and society. Through the spontaneous creative 

act, ‘action painting’ American culture was transfigured.  In “Homing In: A Story Mandala 

Connecting Adoption, Reunion, and Belonging”, transmission or passing on the good life is a 

central theme. Growing up in Nebraska where the license plates read, “Nebraska the Good 

Life”, enkindled an autoethnographic narrative inquiry tracing the showings of what might be 

perceived and understood as good and beautiful. Notions of the good life build on chapters 

that move from remembering, to landscapes of meaning where beholding transforms the 

image. Beautifying the story mandala takes the pilgrim on a journey, where past eras inspire 

and direct future trajectories. Recollecting a reunion story evolves into a form of activism, 

where narrative struggles for the good and beautiful lead to visions of belonging on 

‘Earthship’. Green New Deal Art and storytelling can hopefully contribute to a cultural shift, 

inspired by an era of New Deal Art, that ushered in Abstract Expressionism. In reference to 

the Blue Rider Almanac by Franz Marc and Wassily Kandinsky humanity continues to quest, 

searching for what is spiritual in art as well as what constitutes a more beautiful storyline.  

 



Question: How can Green New Deal art and storytelling actively generate a cultural 
shift? 
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